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STATES PATENT 
CLARENCE‘ W. MARSH, or GREENWICH, oown'ccr'rcc'r. 

ELmornoLY'rIc' cELL. 

1,302,824. Speci?cation of Letters Patent. Patented May 6, 1919. 
Application’ ?ied J‘uly 14, 1917. Serial Na. 180,494. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that 1-, CLARENCE W. MAnsH, 

a citizen of the United States. residing at 
Greenwich‘. iii the county of Fai‘r?eld and 
State‘ of Connecticut, have invented certain 
new and useful In'iprm'ements in Electro 
lytic Cells. of which the following is a full. 
clear, and exact description. 
This invention relates to electrolytic cells 

and has for its primary object the provision 
of means for increasing their e?iciency. The 
invention is particularly applicable to cells 
of the‘ vertical type, that is, in which the 
anode and cathode are both vertically dis 
posed with an intervening space between 
them' for the electrolyte. 
More speci?cally stated, one of the objects 

of the invention is to provide means for re 
moving the gas which is formed at the anode 
from the electrolyte between the anodeand 
cathode before the gas rises to the top of the 
cell. As is well known. the presence of gas 
bubbles‘ in the electrolyte between the anode 
and. cathode increases materially the resist 
anoe of the electrolyte and hence the voltage 
required forthe operation of the cell. These 
bubble-s are formed at the surface of the 
anode for its entire height, and will, if not 
diverted; rise‘ in the electrolyte between the 
anode andcathode so'that the quantity of 
bubbles-111i the upper portion of the cell is 
materially greater thaiiin the lower‘ portion. , 
By‘ removing" bubbles at frequent in 
tervals throughout the entire height of the 
cell‘ the‘ electrolyte‘ at‘ the upper portion of 
the cell‘ is maintained practically as free 
from bubbles as the electrolyte in the lower 
portion of the cell and vhence the voltage re 
quired-! for ‘the o eration of the cell is me. 
ter'iafly decrease . > 
Another o’oject of the {invention is to 

promoteor increase‘ the local circulation of 
the electrolyte to maintain a freshly's‘atul 
rated electrolyte between the anode and 
cathode,‘ which ‘will also‘? increase the‘ e?i‘ 
ciency of they cell. 'll‘he'circul'ation of‘ the 
electrolyte-is also of importance since it will 
further’ tend’ to carry away the bubbles of 
gas which-sire formed at the anode and‘ 
prevent- deposits apicn ‘the 'eellldiaphragm; " - 

A further object of the- invention to pro 
vide a type of cathode which will serve as a _ 
support for the diaphragm which permits 
the thickness of the diaphragm to be mate 
rially diminished, thereby decreasing‘ the re 
sistance of the cell. 
A still further object of the invention is to 

provide a cathode in which the cathode liq-v 
uor which passes through {the cathode. will 
be continuously removed at frequent inter 
vals for the entire height of the exterior'face 
thereof to prevent secondary reactions and 
thus decrease the efficiency of the primary 
reaction. ‘ I - 

It is also an object of the invention to in 
crease the area of the active surface of both 
the anode and. cathode without increasing 
the size of the cell. 

Further objects of the‘ invention will be 
apparent from the detailed-description here 
inafter to follow when taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawings. 
In the drawings there are disclosed several 

types of electrolytic cells, each of which 
shows a structure constituting one embodi 
merit of the invention, ‘but it is intended that . 
the invention‘ be not limited to the specific 
embodiments shown but only by the scope of 
the claims appended hereto. 

Figure 1 shows’ in perspective, a cell 0011-‘ 
structed‘ in accordance with- the principles 
of, the invention. 

Fig. 2 is "a plan of Fig.1 1. 
Fig. 3 is a transverse vertical section 

through Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is ‘a sectional detail showing a 

slightly modi?ed construction in which the 
cathode is‘ not corrugated; y 7 I 

Fig. 5 is a transverse sectional view 
through a cell having a series of anode mem 
bers inclined from the vertical and, the 
cathode‘ similarly inc-lined: ' 

‘Fig.- 6* is a‘ sectional detail of ‘another 
?cation‘; _ i 

Fig. 7 is'a central, vertical-section through 
a circular cell; and . ‘ _ 

Fig. 8 is - an of Fig. 7;‘ ‘ 
Referring net to Figis. 1, 2 and 3, the 

body of the cell which‘ is indicated 1, may‘ be 
of concrete or‘ any other suitable mean-a1" 
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and may be cast monolithic to provide a box 
like construction having an open top and 
long rectangular-shaped openings 2 in its 
side walls, which openin s extend substan 
tially the entire length‘ ofg the structure pro 
viding a side web or strip 3 at the upper 
portion of the cell. The open top of the cell 
is closed by a cover 4 which may also be of 
concrete. This cell body is suitable "for a 
double cell, which will be described in con 
junction therewith, but a- single cell con 
struction may also be used if desired. 'In the 
double cell, the anode comprises anode mem 
bers which are designated 5, each of which 
consists of ya bar or slat of graphite or 
other suitable. material which is fastened‘ in 
suitable recesses in graphite posts or stand 
ards 6 by means of graphite pins 7. These 
anodes, in the construction shown in Fig. 3. 
are arranged similar to the arrangement of 
the slats or louvers of a blind, the louvers 
being in vertical alinement but each louver 
being inclined to the vertical position so 
that the upper edge of one louver or anode 
member is out of vertical alinement with 
the lower edge of the anode member above 
it, whereby there is formed between each 
pair of anode members an inwardly and up 
wardly inclined passage which is directed 
away from the space between the anode and 
the a cathode. 

The gas bubbles which form at the surface 
of each anode member rise and strike the 
lower Wall of the anode member immedi 
ately above it, which will de?ect and divert 
the bubbles from ‘the space between the 
anode and the cathode, the bubbles passing 
through the passages provided-between the 
anode members and rising to. the top of 
‘the cell in the central portion thereof. This 
is‘ an important feature of the invention 
since it is a well known fact that the resist 
ance of the cell is dependent, among other 
things, upon the quantity of bubbles present 
in the electrolyte between the anode and 
cathode and where short orrshallow cells of 
the vertical type have been used‘ it has been 
found that the efficiency of such a cell. is 
much greater than in the tall cells ‘which, 
while economizing in ?oor space, have here 
toforebeen open to the objection that the 
gas bubbles formed at the anode can not es 
cape otherwise than up through the passage 
between the active surfaces pf the anode 
and cathode.‘ The. constructiondescribed, 
however, dividing as it does‘the-anode into 
a plurality of; superimposed anod'e members, 
provides a cell which is in fact a plurality 
of _ shallow cells superimposed upon each 
other with the corresponding increase in the 
e?iciency which is thereby produced. 
The cathode consists of a sheet of per 

forated or foraminous sheet- ..material _‘8,' 
. which is ?tted over the openingsQ. in. the: side 
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walls of the cell, the exterior surface of the 
cathode being covered by a metal casing 9. 
The casing 9 and the perforated‘ diaphragm 
are secured over the openings 2 in the side 
Wall, as described, by bolts 10 which pass 
through the bottom of the cell. and also 
throu h the webs 3, The bolts 10 which 
pass t rough the webs 3 are preferably cov 
ered by a sleeve 11 of concrete or other suit - 
able non-conducting material. 
Resting against the inner face of the 

cathode 8 is a diaphragm 12 of asbestos 
paper, cloth or other suitable material. The 

marginal edges of this diaphragm arc cured between the concrete sid'e walls and 
the metal cathode 8 which held clamped 
against the side walls by the bolts. 10. The 
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inlet for the electrolyte, which may be so- ‘ 
dimn chlorid where the cell is utilized for 
the production of caustic liquor, is provided 
by an opening 12’ at one end of? the cover 
4: of the cell. The outlet pipe for the elec 
trolyte is indicated‘ 13, which pipe may be 
angular, as shown in Fig. l, to constitute an 
overflow pipe which will maintain the elec 
trolyte at the proper level within the cell. 
The gases formed at the anode pass out of 
the cell through the opening 14 in the cover, 
which opening is preferably piped to any 
suitable receiver wherein the gas is to be col 
lected, as .for example, where chlorin' is 
formed by the electrolysis of sodium chlorid. 
O )enings 15 are also providedin the: walls 

of thecasing 9 forming the cathode ‘cham 
ber for the escape of the gases formedat the 
cathode, which may be. hydrogen or any 
other gas, depending upon the electrolyte. 
The cathode liquor which collects within the 
cathode chamber is drawn o? in any suitable 
manner, as for example, by means of a 
pi e 16. 

n the preferred construction as shown in 
Fig. 3, the cathode 8 is crimpedor corru 
gated longitudinally and horizontally pro 
viding Walls which are substantially par~ 
allel to the louver-like anode members .5. 
In this manner the distance between the re 
spective anode members-5 and the cathode ‘is 

' maintained substantially constant, although 
the anode members are slanted upwardly 
and inwardly, as described. An important 
consequence ‘of this construction is that: the 
resistance of the electrolyte will be substan 
tially constant throughout the height of the 
cell, since the resistance is proportional. v'to 
the distance between the anode and the 
cathode. ' - - , 

Another advantage of the longitudinal 
crimping of the cathode, as described, is that 
the diaphragm which-?ts against-this oath. 
ode is supported by the angularly, disposed 
walls of the cathode, which permits the¥use 
of. a thinner and’ weaker --diaphragm. In 
order to maintain the diaphragm against 
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th‘e corrugated-cathode; strips‘ of ‘n'orr'co‘nL 
ducting material'- T’T. of‘ asbestos‘ cement‘ or 
other suitable material may utili'aed, 
which strips are vertically disposed‘at suit 
able‘ intervals along the length’ of the cath 
ocle‘between the sets of anodev members. In 
practice‘ the diaphragm is fastened to: the 
cathode‘ by these strips of‘ cement prior to 
the assembling of the cathodes 8 and'their 
casings‘ 9' to the‘ side walls of ‘the concrete 
body of the cell. By the use of a weaker 
diaphragm, as described, the resistance be; 
tween the anode and cathode-is materially 
reduced; which will" give a: corresponding 
decrease in the-‘voltage required‘ to operate 
the cell.- ' 
Another advantage‘ ofthe' use of the cor 

rugated cathode described‘ is" that the oath 
ode liquor will’ not flow from the top of tlie 
cathode down the entire outer face to?the 
bottom thereof and thus decrease the chi? 
cien'cy. Instead the cathode liquor w-ill'?ow 
down one‘ wall of a corrugation of‘tho catlr 
ode until it reaches the lower edge of this 
corrugation when’ it will‘ drip or drop‘ to 
the bottom of the cathode chamber instead of 
flowing down the remainder of the catlfode. 

It“ will‘ alsobe' noted that by crimping‘- or 
corrugating the cathode as‘ described‘, so 
that its walls and the walls of the louver 
liketa‘r‘iode. members J 5‘- are: snb'sta'rftiallj par 
allel and are- directed‘ in‘ ' an upward!‘ and 
inward direction;v passages are formed which 
will; tend‘ to cause. a local ‘ circulation of ‘ the 
electrolyte’ around each crithe“ anode meni 
bers. This local circulation will cause fresh 
electrolyte to'be constantly=broirglrt into the 
space between‘the anode‘ members and the 
cathode‘ so that‘ a saturated electrolyte is 
always present‘, which will increase the e?i 
ciency of the cell. The local circulation will 
also cause: the'gas WlllOltlS formed at the 
anode: members and which would; otherwise 
rise‘ up’ in! the" space between an anode menu' 
hers and the" -1cathode- to‘ the topbf ’-th“e‘ cell 
to‘ be i‘ carried‘ away by this’ local current or 
circulatory action: of‘ the electrolyte‘ to the > 
central portion of the cell where it can‘ rise 
tor the top of‘. the cell and?ow out: through 
the outlet 114$ ' without! increasing: the“ resist; 
ance'1 of'the cell; ‘ 
Referring to: “the ‘modi?cation disclosed in 

Fi‘gwt, theanod‘eimcinbersi20 are shown here’ 
of‘ a‘ slightly different shape,- liavin'g'; curved 
outer surfaces 21 to increase the-area ofthe 
act'iveiisurfaee of'the‘ anode; ‘These "anode 
members i 20mm ‘secured 7 to a graphite stand“ 
ard?oripost' 2§Ztby 111118.23‘, similar to‘; the 
construction" shown in“ the} preferred" form. 
Thecoathode“ 23."? shown“ in" this *‘v'iew‘ is not 

a corrugated but: forms- astraight plateT' against 
which; the ~ diaphragm 2ft It’ is: not 
believed-wthaothisi construction is was! efficient 
method diBGl'bBBdei-h tho proferredsformglaut 

O 

the use ofjthe separate‘ louver-like anode 
members 'QO ‘so that they are‘ inclined" up~ 
wardly‘ and'inwar 'ly will- to a certain: ex 
tent increase the e ciency of the cell,‘ since 
the gas bubbles which are formed in the 
space between the anode members and the 
cathode will" be diverted into the central por 
tion of the cell‘ instead ‘of rising directly up~ 
wardly in the space between the anode and 
the cathode. There will also be to a cer 
tain: extent a local circulation of the electro 
lyte which" circulation will not, however, be 
as pronouncedas where the cathode is cor 
rugated-"or- crimpcd, as shown in Fig. 3‘. 
since the walls of the anode members and 
cathode are‘ not parallel to each other and 
both inclined in such a direction as to set 
up the local ‘current. ' 
In Fig. 5 a still further modification is 

shown. In this view 
holder or standard 25 is employed. to which 
are secured auxiliary holders 26 by means of 
pins '27 arranged to form a V. Secured to 
the holders 26 are the anode members 28 each 
of which may have its active surface verti 
cally disposed. the anode members forming 
a V so that the lower anode member is closest 
to the center of the cell and the anode mem 
bers ab‘ove it-a're' at increasingly greater dis 
tances from the center of the cell. The 
cathode‘ 29'can be crimped or corrugated. 
as sliowlrin this view, to provide a‘ 'substan‘— 
tially stepped cathode which supports a dia 
phragm 30; It will be noted that by‘ crimp 
ing. the cathode to correspond‘ to the shape 
and position of the anode members“ a local 
circulation- of the electrolyte will be set up 
in the cell, as in the construction shown in 
Fig. 3. It will also be apparent that the 
gases which form upon the face of the anode 
in 'rising upwardly will pass to the rear of 
the anode m‘ei'nber imn‘iediately above it in 
stead of into the space between it and‘ the 
corresponding portion of the cathode. 

.Iin Fig‘. 6 a- further modi?cation isshown 
lllrwllllill the anode members 32 are cylindri 
CEtl-‘b'éll‘SWN-‘hittl’t are secured to a‘rhold'e'r 33; as 
before described. Thec'athode member 34 is 
preferably crimped or corrugatedlfso'jas to 
term substantially semi-cylindrical depres 
sio'ns therein; wh-ich' depressions suppoit a 

as in the construction1‘v shown 
in? "Figs. 3I and"5l‘ In this ferns. the anode 
members 32a'ar'e" shown directly“ above each 
other; but since the substantially semi-cylin 
diiical; passages are formed ' between‘ each 
anodezmembcr antllthe res ective' portion of 
the'cathddeisurface with ‘w - .ichi it cooperates, 
the local circulationioif the electrolyte-around 
each! cathode member will-be‘ increased ma 
terially? and this lccal circulation will to 
great extent carryawa'y the bubbles of gas 
wh'chzare formed rairthe'stirface of the anode 
metabolic! it! is bellies’tad-{thatr this‘ loeal'rc‘irmw 
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lation will be su?icient to carry the bubbles 
of gas away, but should this not ‘be the case 
the anode members 32 may be arranged‘in an 
inclined plane, as shown in Fig.4 5. 

Referring now to Figs. 7 and 8, a circu 
lar oell is shown to which the invention is 
equally applicable. In this form, the anode 
members. 40 are similar to the anode mem 
bers 5 of Fig. 3,-with the exception that they 
are curved longitudinally to constitute seg 
ments of a circle. A series of these segmen 
tal~shaped anode members are carried by 
holders 52 and are arranged in circular form 
with an intervening space between each 
superimposed set of anode members. 
The cathode 43 is also cylindrical in form 

and may be co'rru-gated'or crimped, as in the 
form shown in Fig. 3. This cathode is‘ sur 
rounded ‘by a cylindrical casing 44, which 
forms substantially a barrel and constitutes 
the body of the cell. The bottom of this 
cell may be ?lled with a circular disk of 
cement 45, which is of slightly less diameter 
than ‘the bottom of the barrel 44. A cylin~ 
drical ring 46- of concrete or other suitable 
material forms the upper portion of the cell_ 
which ring is secured to the barrel by a 
clamp 47, which clamp also serves to support 
the upper end of the diaphragm 48. The 
lower edge of the cathode 43 and the dia 
phragm 4:8 is secured in place by a layer of 
cement 50,_which ?lls a recess formed be 
tween the upper portion of the concrete slab 
4:5 and the lower portion of the barrel casing 
44. The cell is closed by a cover 51 through 
which the holders 52 pass and are supported 
in vertical position‘. The advantages 1 derived 
from this construction are similar to those 
described in connection with the other forms. 
By the term louver-like as used herein, I 

aim to describe any arrangement of the in~ 
'dividual anode members, whether inclined 
as in Fig. 3 or vertical as in Fig. 5, in which 
the line where the bubbles leave‘ one anode 
is vertically so related to the bottom surface 
of the anode above that the bubbles formed 
at the lower anode will rise and be conveyed 
away by the .anode: above. 

I claim: - 

1. In an electrolytic cell, ‘a vertical anode 
' and cathode disposed in spaced relation, the 
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anode being divided by horizontal? passages 
into a plurality of anode'members andfthe. 
anode members being so shaped and ar 
ranged that their-lower Wall extends toward 
the cathode beyond the vertical plane of the 
line from which the bubbles formed at-the 
anode leave the active surface of the anode 
member immediately below 1it. 

2. In an electrolytic cell, a vertical anode 
and cathode disposed in‘ spaced relation, the 
anode bein‘ composed of aplurality of hori 
zontal ano‘ e members arranged‘ sol-that each 
member overhangs the: one‘ inmiediately be‘ 
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low it, whereby the bubbles arising from the 
members are conducted away from the space 
between the anode and cathode. 

3. In an electrolytic cell, a vertical anode 
and cathode disposed in spaced relation, the 
anode being composed of a plurality of hori 
zontal anode members arranged vone above 
the other in a plane somewhat inclined out 
wardly to the vertical, whereby the bubbles 
arising from the active face of one anode 
member pass to the rear of the member 
above it. _ 

4. In an electrolytic cell, a vertical anode 
and cathode disposed in spaced relation, the 
anode being composed of a plurality of hori 
zontal anode members arranged one above 
the other in a plane somewhat'inclined out 
.wardly to the vertical, whereby the bubbles 
arising from the active face of one anode 
member pass to the rear of the member above 
it, and the cathode being inclined to the 
vertical and horizontally stepped in con 
formity with the arrangement of the anode 
members. 

5. In an electrolytic cell, a vertically dis 
posed anode and cathode mounted in spaced 
‘relation, said cathode comprising a perfo 
rated sheet of material having continuous 
horizontal corrugations therein. 

6. In an electrolytic cell, a vertically dis 
posed anode and cathode mounted in spaced 
relation, said cathode comprising ‘a perfo 
rated sheet of material having‘ continuous 
horizontal corrugations therein, and a ?exi 
blediaphragm ?tting against said corru 
gated cathode. r . 

. 7 . In an electrolytic cell, a vertically dis— 
posed anode and cathode mounted in spaced 
relation, said cathode having continuous 
horizontal ridges formed on its exterior face. 

8. In an electrolytic cell, a vertically dis~ 
posed anode and cathode mounted'in spaced 
relation, said cathode comprising a perfo 
rated sheet of material having longitudinal 
corrugations therein, a ?exible diaphra 
?tting against said cathode, and means or 
holding said ?exible diaphragm against said 
cathode. ' 

' 9. In an electrolytic cell, a vertically dis 
posedanode and cathode mounted in spaced 
relation, said anode comprising a- plurality 
of horizontally disposed louvereli‘ke mem 
bers, and said cathode comprising a perfo 
rated sheet of material having longitudinal 
corrugations therein. -' - ' 

10. In an electrolytic cell, a vertically dis 
posed anode and cathode mounted in spaced 
relation, said anode comprising ‘a - lurality 
of horizontally disposed louver-1i e mem— 
bers and said-cathode comprisin a perfo 
rated sheet of material having orizontal' 
corrugations therein, said corrugations core 
responding in- shape to the "shape of the‘ 
louverdlikei members and each of said louver‘ 
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like members being positioned opposite one 
of said corru ations. w 

11. _In an e ectrolytic cell, a vertically dis 
posed anode and cathode mounted in spaced 
relation, said anode comprising a plurality 
of horizontally-disposed louver-like mem 
bers, said cathode comprising a perforated 
sheet of material having horizontal corru 

5. 

gations thereimeach of said anode members 
being positioned opposite one of said corru 
gations and forming therewith a tortuous 
passage to cause a local circulation of the 
electrolyte. . 

In Witness whereof, I subscribe my signa 
ture. 

CLARENCE W. MARSH. 

Oopiee of thil patent may be obtained for ?ve cents each, by addressing the "Gomniiuioner of Patents. 
Wilmington, D. O." ' 
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